SMOOTH SAILING
from Contract to Close

Thank you for your interest in new homes by Omega Builders!
Ensure a smooth closing and avoid unnecessary delays by
working with a lender who understands our process.
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Choose one of our preferred lenders listed below.

2

Omega will cover the cost of Survey ($350) and Owner’s
Title Policy (savings based on sales price, typically $1k-$3k)

3

Save money and avoid closing delays by working with a
lender who knows how important it is to close on time!

preferred lenders
Stan Jackson

Jamie Cooley

Linda Gallaway

NMLS# 464142

NMLS# 1044127

NMLS# 476800

Extraco Banks

Fairway Mortgage

Central National Bank

254.774.5817

254.522.9363

254.743.6900

Kadi McMillan

David Rembert

Stacie Bratton

NMLS# 464450

NMLS# 208931

NMLS# 476799

sjackson@extracobanks.com

Bank of Texas Mortgage

jamiec@fairwaymc.com

Caliber Home Loans

lgallaway@cnbtemple.com

Central National Bank

254.913.2153

254.913.1029

254.743.6900

Matt Wood

Shannon Alexander

Caren Hildinger

NMLS# 317789

NMLS# 377688

NMLS# 464437

kmcmillan@bankoftexas.com

Fairway Mortgage Wood Group
254.933.9500

mwood@fairwaymc.com

david.rembert@caliberhomeloans.com

Fairway Mortgage Wood Group
254.933.9500

shannona@fairwaymc.com

sbratton@cnbtemple.com

Fairway Mortgage Wood Group
254.933.9500

carenh@fairwaymc.com

At first we thought finding the right lender meant the one with the best rates - but working with
a preferred lender on our second home purchase with Omega, we learned it is so much more
than that! An on-time closing allowed us to confidently plan our move without any added stress.

CHRIS N. — HOMEOWNER
Omega Builders makes no representation, promise or guarantee that pre-qualifying through a preferred lender ensures that you will be able to purchase an Omega home. Omega
reserves the right to refuse a sale to anyone for any legal reason whatsoever. Restrictions may apply. Offer subject to change without prior written notice. Floor plans, elevations,
renderings, features, finishes and specifications subject to change at any time. Consult an Omega Builders representative for updated features, benefits, and lender information.
All local lenders are featured on our website at: www.omegabuilders.com/local-lenders-financing-your-new-home
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